上条ちゃん

私のかわいい

For Children

KAMIJOCH-CHAN

YOU FAIL
Today we’re having nabe, so please come to sensei’s house.

To KamiJou-chan

I’ve written down the materials for nabe, so please buy them on your way here.

Oh, and don’t forget to buy some sake.
Let's see—Hakusai, Shimeji, Pork and Tofu...

This is your assigned teacher's wish.

Sigh

This much should be enough.

And sake!

I say that, but Index got an invitation to Maika's maid party, so I'm alone.

An invitation to Nabe at Komoe-Sensei's place, huh...

An invitation! Any invitation!
...BUT, I THINK THERE'S SOMETHING WRONG ABOUT HAVING A MINOR BUY SAKE...

WELL, SINCE HIMEGAMI'S THERE, IT'LL BE THE THREE OF US HAVING NABE, HUH...

THEN IT'S MY TURN?

...RIGHT...

COMING!

COME IN
YOU'RE REALLY INTO IT, HUH...

HAHA

THANKS

WELCOME, KAMIJOU-CHAN!

HERE ARE THE MATERIALS FOR NABE THAT YOU ASKED FOR.

IS IT OKAY THAT THE BRAND OF BEER I GOT IS EBISU?

IT'S FINE. WHEN IT COMES TO ALCOHOL, I'M FINE WITH ANYTHING.

TO KOMOE-SENSEI'S NABE PARTY!

WELL THEN, I'LL CUT THE MATERIALS, SO YOU CAN WATCH TV WHILE YOU WAIT.

WILL SHE BE OKAY?
A DIRTY CALENDAR ...

TRASH SCATTERED ALL OVER ...

PILES OF TOBACCO ...

GOD, MY RIGHT HAND IS ERASING MY ILLUSIONS ABOUT WOMEN.

DID YOU SAY SOMETHING?

BY THE WAY, KAMIJO -CHAN
IS THAT SO?

OH, SHE RECEIVED AN INVITATION FROM TSUMIKIKAIDO'S SISTER, SO SHE'S ENJOYING A FULL COURSE OF MAID DINNER RIGHT ABOUT NOW.

INDEX-CHAN ISN'T COMING?

THEY ARE CHECKING TO SEE IF THERE ARE ANY AFTER-EFFECTS FROM LAST TIME'S INJURIES.

HIMEGAMI-CHAN SAID SHE HAS A CHECKUP AT THE HOSPITAL TODAY.

OH, THANKS.

THAT REMINDS ME, WHAT HAPPENED TO HIMEGAMI-SAN?

WELL... ALTHOUGH NABE'S MORE FUN WITH MORE PEOPLE...

IT'S NABE WITH JUST YOU AND ME.

THEN, TODAY.
It's just like that sometimes.

It's about time to start eating.

Why... why am I blushing?

Ittadakimasu.

Well then.
NOTE: SHE DOESN'T APPEAR THIS TIME AROUND, SO I DREW AN ILLUSTRATION. SHE CAME OUT LOOKING A LITTLE TOO YOUNG. DID I GET AFFECTED BY KOMOE-SENSEI?
YOU CAN'T

LET ME DRINK SOME SAKE TOO

SENSEI

...EVEN THOUGH YOU LOOK LIKE A CHILD YOURSELF...

ADULT'S DRINK

THIS IS AN

DID YOU SAY SOMETHING, KAMIJOU-CHAN?

NO, OF COURSE NOT!

HELL'S EAR...
IT CAN'T BE HELPED ...KAMIJOU -CHAN

HOT!
So hot!

EH... EEH!? Open wide?
SERIOUSLY?

OPEN YOUR MOUTH WIDE
HERE, OPEN WIDE

IS IT NOT DELICIOUS?

WELL, NO... IT IS, BUT...

IS IT DELICIOUS?
Oh, how could I have done something like that!

Lovers

Did Kamijo-chan interpret it as me confessing to him...?

This is the kind of thing lovers do, so...

Too late...

Oh, if you eat so quickly, sensei, is something wrong...

Sensei?

Can't be helped...

No, nothing at all!
...This is basically... returning the favor, so it's a response to what just happened... does that mean ok?

Became a female teacher who gets hit on by students

I've finally
...somehow...
I'm really nervous...
feels kind of strange...

Well, um...
what is this...
I'm just helping her eat to return the favor, right...
that's all, right...

Kamijou-chan, extinguish the fire first!

Why... why would the gas burner explode!?
IT'S FINE; IT'S NOT SOMETHING YOU SHOULD BE APOLOGIZING FOR

I'M SORRY ABOUT THE NABE*

WELL THEN, SENSEI!

...HERE IT REFERS TO THE CONTAINER, NOT THE COOKING...

...KAMIOU-CHAN, CAN I ASK YOU SOMETHING?

...NO, IT'S PROBABLY THIS'S FAULT...

RIGHT HAND OF MISFORTUNE

IT MAKES ME REALLY WORRIED!!

ON TOP OF THAT, YOU ALWAYS COME BACK RIDDLED WITH WOUNDS

WHY ARE YOU HELPING GIRLS ALL OVER THE PLACE?
HAAAAA,
I KNEW THAT
WHATEVER I SA
WOULDN'T MAKE
A DIFFERENCE
TO KAMIJOU
-CHAN...
Good night, Chii-chan. See you tomorrow.

You're cute, that's why I also make you cry. It's just like you to respond like that, so I'm relieved.

End
AISA HIMEGAMI

NOTE: DOESN'T REALLY LOOK LIKE HER...
TL NOTES:

PAGE 5 - NABE: JAPANESE COOKING LIKE A SOUP OR STEW. IT'S TRADITIONALLY EATEN BY A GROUP OF PEOPLE FROM THE SAME POT

PAGE 6 - HAKUSAI & SHIMEJI: HAKUSAI = CHINESE CABBAGE AND SHIMEJI IS A TYPE OF MUSHROOM

MAIKA - THE SECOND CHARACTER FOR MAIKA'S NAME IS WRONG. IT SHOULD BE THE CHARACTER FOR "SUMMER"

http://www.poncotsu.net/
ウソ8個デマ2個
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TWILIGHT DREAMS SCANS PRESENTS:

My Cute Kamijou-chan

CLEANER: PTD
TL: STORYTELLER912510
TYPESETTER: TWI

TWI: I DECIDED AWHILE BACK TO GET INTO SOME ONE-SHOTS FOR TO ARU MAJUTSU NO INDEX AND FOUND THIS AFTER A LONG SEARCH.... I WON'T EVEN MENTION THE HELL I WENT THROUGH TO FIND NON-H DOUJINS FOR THIS SERIES...I'LL NEVER BE THE SAME, BUT ANYWAY THANKS TO STORYTELLER FOR HIS INVALUABLE HELP BUT LET US KNOW IF YOU FIND ANYMORE NON-H DOUJINS FOR ANY SERIES WE'VE DONE, THERE'S TWO I CAN'T SEEM TO FIND LISTED BELOW FROM COMIKET 75, IF YOU FIND THEM PM ME ON MY FOURM AT HTTP://TWILIGHTDREAMSSCANSDARKBB.COM/FORUM.HTM

MOST WANTED DOUJIN:
(C75) [I’LL TYOU] TOARU NYAN DEKKUSU NIKKI 2
(C75) [YUUNAGI ZAKKATEN] MISA MIKO! 3
ARREN'T YOU THE ONE ALWAYS COMPLAINING ABOUT WE NEED MORE STAFF? WE'VE LOST MORE THAN 75% TO VARIOUS ISSUES, YOU MUST DO IT, OR DO YOU WANT YOUR DREAM TO DIE AFTER A YEAR OF HARD WORK?

I SAID NO